[Novel strategies of ovarian cancer treatment].
Ovarian cancer is the most lethal gynecological malignancy. Due to scarce specific symptoms, women usually seek medical help once the disease is highly advanced, with distant metastases. Currently no screening is available, making this particular cancer hard to detect in the early stage. Standard treatment is insufficient for many patients, especially in the recurrent disease. This fact explains the tremendous need to search for novel therapeutic approaches. Inhibition of angiogenesis and destruction of cancer stem cells are attempts that affect the tumor microenvironment. There is a lot of potential in inhibiting poly(ADP-rybose)polymerase (PARP) or I class histone deacetylase. Drug repositioning may also be beneficial, as it gives old drugs new purposes. Metformin, a well-known antidiabetic agent, is an example of this phenomenon. Constant progress in medicine and science makes us hope for positive outcomes while treating this highly dangerous disease.